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Abstract— In computer vision applications, it
is important to extract and describe robust and
characteristic features from objects in images.
Many recognition and tracking algorithms rely on
this information. One of the main problems with
current state-of-the-art algorithms, such as SIFT
[1] , GLOH [2] , SURF [3], is that the retrieval of
features at the border of an object is sensitive to
changes in the background. This work presents
a possible solution using background/foreground
segmentation
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent advances in computer hardware
have led to a significant reduction in execution
time of computational demanding algorithms.
One of the fields of research highly benefiting
of these achievements is computer vision which
strongly relies on the availability of computa-
tional power and memory to process the typi-
cally large amounts of data available in video
sequences. This research focuses on finding
generic algorithms which are able to extract
features from video data in a robust way.

Features are objects in images carrying sim-
ilar properties, eg. regions of a certain color,
corners, lines, parabola, . . . . Such features
can than be used in many computer vision
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techniques, including object or scene recogni-
tion, solving for 3D structure from multiple im-
ages, stereo correspondence and motion track-
ing. One of the main problems with many fea-
ture extraction algorithms is that features lo-
cated at the border of an object are not very ro-
bust since the varying background significantly
influences their mathematical description. Hav-
ing more robust features significantly improves
the recognition algorithms.

II. SCALE INVARIANT FEATURE

TRANSFORM

The Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) [1] extracts point features from the im-
age and creates a high dimensional description
vector (descriptor) for the local image content.
The description of the feature is then used to
look for matching features in a model image
and a test image. The extraction and descrip-
tion step are both invariant to rotational, scaling
and illumination effects, as well as the addition
of noise. The technique also works for a sub-
stantial range of affine distortion and change in
viewpoint.
The features are strong extremal points in a
Difference of Gaussians pyramid (scaling in-
variance). After extraction, a relative coordi-
nate system (rotational invariance) is assigned
to each feature, based on local gradient infor-
mation extracted at the scale at which the fea-
ture point is found. The descriptor is then
computed based on local gradient information
aligned with the new coordinate system.
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Figure 1. Construction of the SIFT descriptor. The
circle indicates its isotropic nature.

III. LIMITATIONS OF THE CURRENT

DESCRIPTORS

A main disadvantage of the SIFT-descriptor
and other descriptors used in state-of-the-art al-
gorithms such as GLOH [2] (a variant of SIFT,
which is more distinctive for the same dimen-
sionality) and SURF [3] (a recent technique
based on a Hessian matrix-based measure for
the detector and using a distribution based de-
scriptor) is the use of isotropic local informa-
tion to describe feature points. This limits the
robustness of features located at the border of
an object against a varying background, since
background changes can significantly influence
the descriptor. It also increases the euclidian
distance between corresponding features and
by doing so, weakens the robustness of these
features. This is a major disadvantage since a
lot of features can be expected to be detected at
the corners of an object. Improving the robust-
ness of these border features might significantly
improve current recognition and tracking algo-
rithms for video data.

IV. IMPROVING THE ROBUSTNESS OF THE

SIFT DESCRIPTOR

This doctoral research focuses on designing
anisotropic descriptors which limit the descrip-
tion to the foreground of the object in order to
improve the robustness of the algorithm. In or-
der to accomplish this, we will divide the re-
gion around the feature in sections and indicate
whether this section belongs to the foreground
of the image or not. This basically brings
the first step down to a foreground/background

segmentation. When designing the descrip-
tor more weight must be given to components
of the foreground, so that the influence of the
background is less prominent. In a further
stage, color information can be included in the
descriptor to make it more discriminative.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Recall vs. 1-precision graphs are used to
obtain a quantitative indication of the perfor-
mance of the algorithm. Recall is defined as
the amount of correct matches to the number of
correspondences (maximum number of correct
matches) and 1-precision as the number of false
matches to the total number of matches. Us-
ing model-test image pairs with a known trans-
formation (eg. an artificially applied homog-
raphy), we know exactly where every match
should be. Using a measure on the correspon-
dency between the observed and the expected
match, eg. a threshold on the location mis-
match, we retrieve the number of correct and
false matches.

VI. CONCLUSION

Many modern feature descriptors suffer from
limitations, as they use isotropic local infor-
mation for video sequences. We propose to
use an anisotropic descriptor based on a fore-
ground/background segmentation to improve
the robustness of features.
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